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ABSTRACT
In the recently published Ref. 1 the author surveys a number of aspects of the geometry of digital spaces. In this
article we exemplify the approach of that book, by providing a self-contained proof of one of its final result which is
to do with the correctness and the characterization of the output of a general purpose boundary-tracking algorithm.
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1. SURFACES IN DIGITAL SPACES
Let M be any set, and p be a binary relation on M (i.e., p is a subset of M2, the set of all orderedpairs of elements
of M). If (c, d) p then we say that c is p-adjacent o d and that d is p-adjacent from c and, in case p is a symmeiric
relation (meaning that (c, d) p if, and only if, (d, c) E p), that c and d are p-adjacenl. We will often use the word
"adjacency" to refer to a symmetric binary relation.

We use Z to denote the set of all integers. For any positive integer N, we define

ZN={(cl,...,cN)IcflEZ,forl<n<N}. (1.1)

In the case when M = ZN , we will be repeatedly dealing with two binary relations, wN and i5N, defined as:

(c,d)EwNIc—dI1. (1.2)

(c,d) E N 1 (c —d)2 < 2 . (1.3)

Note that, for any positive integer N, WN C N . (A C B denotes the phrase "A is a subset of B.")

Let A be a subset of M. For any c and d in A, the sequence (c(°), . . . , c(K)) of elements of A is said to be a p-paih
in A connecting c io d, if c(°) = c, c(K) d and, for 1 < k < K, is p-adjacent to c"). We call K the length of
this path. Note that the length is measured not by the number of elements in the path, but rather by the number
of steps needed to get from its beginning to its end. In particular, there are p-paths of length zero (such as (c)); we
refer to them as irivial paThs. If there is a p-path in A connecting c to d, then we say that c is p-connected inA io d.
( Since every element of A is p-connected in A to itself by a trivial path, p-connectedness in A is a reflexive relation)
A nonempty subset A of M is said to be a p-connected subset if, for any c and d in A, c is p-connected inA to d.

If there are p-paths in A connecting c to d and d to e, then they can be combined into a p-path in A connecting
c to e, hence p-connectedness in A is also a transitive relation If it is also the case that p-connectedness in A is a
symmetric relation on A (and hence an equivalence relation on A), then it partitions A into p-components (nonempty
p-connected subsets which are not proper subsets of any other p-connected subset of A). If p happens to be symmetric,
then p-connectedness in A is guaranteed to be a symmetric (and hence an equivalence) relation on A.
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In the special case when A = M, we use the phrases p-path and p-connected instead of p-path in A and p-
connected in A. For any binary relation p on a set M, we define its transitive closure as the binary relation p on
M, defined by: (c, d) p if and only if, c is p-connected to d. As we have already pointed out, p is always a
reflexive and transitive relation on M. If, in addition, p also happens to be symmetric, then it is an equivalence
relation and so partitions M into p-components.

A dzgztal space is a pair (V, yr), where V is an arbitrary nonempty set and ir is a symmetric binary relation
on V such that V is yr-connected. Sometimes we will refer to ir as the proo-adjacency of the digital space (V ir).
Elements of V will be called spels (short for spatial elements) and elements of ir will be called surfels (short for
surface elements). Any nonempty subset of ir will be called a surface in (V, ir). Occasionally we will need to restrict
our attention to anlzsymmefric surfaces 8, meaning that if (c, d) E S, then (d, c) S.

We will be particularly concerned with a special class of surfaces, which we refer to as boundaries. Let (V, r)
be a digital space and let 0 and Q be subsets of V. Then the boundary zn (V, ir) between 0 and Q is defined to be

a(O,Q) = { (cd) I (cd) e , c E 0 & dE Q } . (1.4)

If it is not empty, then a boundary in (V ir) is a surface in (V, yr). In what follows, we will normally be dealing with
nonempty boundaries between disjoint sets. Clearly, such boundaries are antisymmetric surfaces.

Let (V, r) be a digital space and let S be a surface in it. We define the zmmediae inIerzor 11(5) and the
zmmedzae exterior IE(S) of S as follows:

11(5) = { c (c, d) E S for some d in V } ,
5

IE(S) = {d I (c,d) S for some c in V }.

We say that a or-path (c(°) , . . . , c(K)) crosses the surface S if there is a k, 1 < k < K, such that either (c(k_ 1) , c(c)) 5
or (c(1), c(')) E S. The interior I(S) and the exeror E(S) of S are defined as follows:

I(S) = {c V there exists a ir-path connecting c to an element of Il(S) which does not cross S } ,
6

E(S) = { c v
I

there exists a ir-path connecting c to an element of IE(S) which does not cross S }.

A surface S in a digital space (V ir) is said to be near-Jordan if every ir-path from any element of Il(S) to
any element of IE(S) crosses S. (This immediately implies that a near-Jordan surface is an antisymmetric surface.)
We remark that if S is not a near-Jordan surface, then the intersection of its interior and its exterior is necessarily
nonempty. (This is because there is a path, not crossing 5, from its immediate interior to its immediate exterior;
all the spels in this path are in both the interior and the exterior of 5, as can be seen from (1.6), the symmetry of
proto-adjacency and the symmetrical definition of "crosses.")

Lemma 1.1. Let S be a surface in a digital space (V, ir). Then the following three conditions are equivalent.
(i) S is near-Jordan.
(ii) Every yr-path from any element of I(S) to any element of E(S) crosses S.
(iii) I(S) n E(S) = 0 . (As usual, 0 denotes the empty set.)

Furthermore, if these conditions are satisfied, then it is also the case that

S = 3(1(5), E(S)) . (1.7)

Proof. Let S be any surface in a digital space (V, ir). Suppose there is a ir-path (c(°), . . . , c(K)) not crossing
S connecting a c in I(S) to a d in E(S). By (1.6), there is also a yr-path (e(°), .. . , e(L)) not crossing S connecting
c to an element of Il(S) and a ir-path (d(°), . . . , d(M)) not crossing S connecting d to an element of IE(S). Then
(e(L) , . . . , e° = c = (O) ,

. . . , c(K) d = d° , . . . , d(M)) is a ir-path not crossing S which connects an element of
Il(S) to an element of IE(S). Therefore, by definition, S is not near-Jordan. This argument shows that (i) implies
(ii). If I(S) and E(S) have an element c in common, then the trivial yr-path (c) is from an element of I(S) to an
element of E(S) and does not cross S. This shows that (ii) implies (iii). That (iii) implies (i) was essentially proven
in the paragraph preceding the statement of the lemma. Finally, it is the case for any surface S that it is a subset
of tJI(I(S), E(S)) . (This follows trivially from the definitions of immediate interior and exterior and of interior and
exterior.) Suppose now that (i) - (iii) hold and that the surfel (c, d) is in ô(I(S), E(S)) . Then d belongs to E(S),
and so by (iii) d does not belong to I(S); hence (d, c) is not in S. The ir-path (c, d) is from an element of I(S) to
an element of E(S) and so, as condition (ii) is satisfied, it crosses S. Hence (c, d) is in S. This proves that any of
the conditions (i) - (iii) implies (1.7). U
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2. SIMPLY CONNECTEDNESS
Let S be a surface in a digital space (V ir). For any practical application, it would be impossible to determine whether
S is near-Jordan by examining all ir-paths from 11(8) to IE(S) .It is desirable to have a result which says that S
is near-Jordan if some local condition is satisfied at every surfel of S.

In classical topology, a simply connected space is (intuitively speaking) a connected space in which every loop
can be continuously pulled to a point without leaving the space. There is an infinity of corresponding notions for
digital spaces: for every positive integer D (reflecting how large a digital step is allowed to replace the notion of
continuity), there is a class of D-simply connected digital spaces, whose definition now follows.

If
P = (c('), . . . , (m) . . . , • , e(')) (2.1)

and
P1 = (c('), . . . , (m), f(O) . . . , 1(k) , e) (2.2)

are it-paths in the digital space (V yr), such that

(O) = f(k) and 1 k+n < D+2, (2.3)

then P and P' are said to be elementarily D-equivalenL (In this definition, in or br both in (2.1) may be zero.) Two
ir-paths, P and P' in a digital space (V, r) are said to be D-equivalen, if there is a sequence of ir-paths Po, . . . ,

(L � 0) in the digital space, such that Po = P PL = P' and, for 1 < 1 < L, P1_i and Pi are elementarily D-equivalent.

We demonstrate 2-equivalent ir-paths in (Z2,w2) in Figure 2.1: (a, b, c, d,e, f, g, h, i,j, k, 1, a) is elementar-
ily 2-equivalent to (a, b, c, d, e, d, g, h, i,j, k, 1, a) by substituting in (2.1) n = 2, d° = e, d ' f, d2 = g
and in (2.2) k = 2, f(°) = e, f(l) = d, f(2) = g; (a, b, c, d, e, d, g, h, i, j, k, 1, a) is elementarily 2-equivalent to
(a,b,c,d,g,h,i,j,k,l,a) by substituting in (2.1) n = 2, d° = d, d' = e, d2 d and in (2.2) k = 0, j(°) = d.

A loop (of length K) in a digital space (V, r) is a ir-path (c(°), . . . , c(K)) such that (K) (O). In particular, for
any spel c, (c) is a loop, and is called a Ivivial loop. (The notion of a trivial loop and the previously defined notion
of a trivial path are identical; we select the terminology to be used depending on the context.) We note that any
loop of length 1, 2, or 3 is automatically D-equivalent to a trivial loop, for any positive integer D. A digital space is
said to be D-szmply connecled if every ioop in the digital space is D-equivalent to a trivial loop.

Let S be a surface in a digital space (V, yr). We say that a surfel (c, d) in (V, r) crosses S if exactlyone of
(c, d) E S or (d, c) E S is true. Let P = (c(°), . . . , c('fl) be a ir-path in (V, ir). We say that the crossing parity psP of
P through S is even (or zero; i.e., psP = 0) if the number of surfels among (c(°), c(')), .. . , (c(1_1), c(K)) that cross
S is even and we say that it is odd (or one; i.e., psP 1) if this number is odd. We use the notation for rnodulo
2 addition of parities (i.e.; 0 0 = 1 1 = 0 and 0 1 = 1 0 = 1 ).

It is easy to see that, for any surface S in a digital space, the crossing parity through S is even for any ioop
in the digital space whose length is not greater than two. Also, cyclic permutation of a ioop does not influence its
crossing parity through a surface 5, since, for 1 < k < K,

ps(c°, . . . , c_1), c, • •
,c) ps(c(, . . . , c • • , c) . (2.4)
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Figure 2.1. Demonstration of equivalence of ir-paths in (Z2,w2): (a, b, c, dc, f, g, h, ii, k, la)
is 2-equivalent to (a, b, c, d, g, h, i, j, k, 1, a) , since it is elementarily 2-equivalent to

(a, b, c, d, e, d, g, h, i, j, k, 1, a), which is elementarily 2-equivalent to (a, b, c, d, g, h, i,j, k, la).
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Lemma 2.4. If S is an D-locally-Jordan antisymmetric surface in an D-simply connected digital space (V, r) , then
S is near-Jordan if either (and hence both) of the following two equivalent conditions holds.

(i) For any C E Il(S) and d Il(S), there exists a u-path P from c to d such that pP = 0.
(ii) For any c IE(S) and d E IE(S), there exists a ir-path P from c to d such that psP = 0.

Proof. Evidently the two conditions are equivalent. Indeed, if c E Il(S) and d E Il(S) , then there exist
Cf E IE(S) and d' IE(S) such that (c, c') E S and (d, d') S; hence if there exists a yr-path of even crossing parity
from c' to d', then there also exists one from c to d, so that (ii) implies (i). Similarly, (i) implies (ii).

In what follows, we prove that S is near-Jordan if (ii) holds. We do this by supposing that S is not near-Jordan
and showing that this, together with (ii), leads to a contradiction.

First, we show that there exists a yr-path Pi = (c(1), . . . , c(K)) such that c(') Il(S), c(K) IE(S) and
psP1 = 0. Indeed, since S is supposed to be not near-Jordan, there is a u-path from Il(S) to IE(S) that does not
cross S. Clearly, any such ir-path has the required properties.

Next, we show that there exists a ri-path P3 = (e(1), . . . , e(L)) such that (e(1), e('4) S and psP3 0. Let
P1 be the yr-path of the last paragraph. Let c(°) be such that (c('), c(°)) S. By (ii), there exists a yr-path
P2 (c( . . , d(L) c(°)) from c(K) to c(°) such that psP2 = 0. Then P3 = (c('), . . . , c(K), dc'), . . . , d(L)) is
a yr-path from C(1) to d(L) such that (c(1), d(L)) S and, by (2.5), psP3 = psPi p5P2 0.

For a ir-path P3 satisfying the properties listed at the beginning of the previous paragraph, let e(°) =
By the antisymmetry of 8, ps(e(°), e(1)) = 1 and so, by (2.5), P4 = (e(°), • . . , e('4) is a loop such that
psP4 = ps(e°, e(1)) PS3 1. Since (V, ir) is D-simply connected, P4 is D-equivalent to a trivial loop, whose
crossing parity through S is zero. Since S is D-locally-Jordan, according to Lemma 2.3, we must also have psP4 = 0,
contradicting the fact that psP4 = 1. 0
Theorem 2.5. For any positive integer N, (ZN,WN) is 2-simply connected.

Proof. We show that every loop in (ZN,WN) is 2-equivalent to a trivial loop. We do this by induction on the
length of the loop. We have already noted that, in general, every ioop of length 1 or 2 is 2-equivalent to a trivial
loop. Suppose that every loop in (ZN, wN) of length less than some K > 2 is 2-equivalent to a trivial loop. Consider
a loop (c(°), . . . , c(K)) in (ZN,WN) of length K. We now show that it is 2-equivalent to a loop of length K — 1 or
K — 2 and thus, by the induction hypothesis, is 2-equivalent to a trivial loop.

Since C1 is WN-adjacent to (O), we have (1) (O) (To illustrate our argument, consider Figure 2.1. In that

figure = a = (0, 0) and = b = (0, 1).) Then there is a unique j such that c° Without loss of
generality, assume that > (In Figure 2.1, j = 2.) Let z = {} (In Figure 2.1, z — 3.) Let 1

be the largest integer in the range 0 < 1 < K such that c = z. (In Figure 2.1, in the left column 1 = 5 with

c(s) = (2, 3) and in the middle column 1 = 4 with c() = e = (1, 3).) Clearly, = z — 1. (In Figure 2.1, in
the left column C11 = = g = (2, 2) and in the middle column = c(s) d = (1, 2).) Let k be the smallest
integer such that, for all i in the range 0 < k < i < 1 < K, we have c' = z. (In Figure 2.1, k = 4 in both the
left and the middle column.) Clearly, z — 1. (In Figure 2.1, = c(s) d = (1, 2) in both the left and
middle columns.) We will n®w use induction on 1 k.

If 1 — k = 0, then k = 1 and therefore c(1). (This case is illustrated in Figure 2.1 by the middle
column, for which k = 1 = 4 and d.) In this case the loop

(°), . . .,c(k_2),c(k_l),c(k),cfl,c2), . . .,c(K)) (2.12)

is elementarily 2-equivalent to the loop

K
(O) • . . , +2), . . . ,c) (2.13)

which has length K — 2 and we are done. (The loop in (2.12) is illustrated by the loop of the middle column of
Figure 2.1, while the ioop in (2.13) is illustrated by the loop of the right column of Figure 2.1.)

Suppose now (induction hypothesis) that whenever 1 — k = h, then (c(°),. . . , c(K)) is 2-equivalent to a loop of
length K — or K — 2. We now show that the same conclusion holds if 1 — k = h + 1. Let

(c(°, ., , . . ,c) (2.14)



be a ioop. Define j, z, 1, and k for this ioop as above and suppose 1 — k = h + 1. (This is the case in Figure 2.1
for the loop associated with the left column with 1 = 5, k = 4 and, hence, h = 0. Note also that for this loop j=
2 and z = 3.) Let '1) be a spel such that, for 1 < n < N,

,(l z--1, ifn=j,cn = (i--i) . (2.15)cn , otherwise.

(In the left column of Figure 2.1, c'(') = '(5 = (1,2) = d.) Clearly, '1) is proto-adjacent to c(1). Also, c(l+1)
differs from C1 in exactly the jth component (which is z — 1 for the former) and differs from c(l_1) j exactly
one component which is other than the jth; thus is proto-adjacent to (In the left column of Figure 2.1,
('—' = = e and C(6) = g, both of which are proto-adjacent to c'(') = = d.) It follows that

(c(°), ct'), . . . , c(k), . . . , , c(K)) (2.16)

is also a loop and is easily seen to be elementarily 2-equivalent to the loop in (2.14). (The ioop in (2.14) is illustrated
by the loop of the left column of Figure 2.1, while the loop in (2.16) is illustrated by the loop of the middle column of
Figure 2.1.) Furthermore, it follows from (2.15) that for the loop in (2.16) the condition of the induction hypothesis
holds. (Indeed, we have already seen that for the middle column of Figure 2.1 we have 1 — k = 0 = h.) So, by the
induction hypothesis, the ioop in (2.16) is 2-equivalent to a ioop of length K — 1 or K — 2. From this it follows that
the ioop in (2.14) is also 2-equivalent to a loop of length K — 1 or K — 2.

3. GENERAL BOUNDARY TRACKING
We define a dzgzlal pcure over the digital space (V ir) to be a triple (V ii, f), where fis a function whose domain
is V. The choice of topics in this book is biased towards the study of binary pictures, which are defined to be digital
pictures in which the range of f is the two-element set {O, 1} . We refer to those spels which map into 0 under f as
0-spels and we refer to those spels which map into 1 under f as 1-spels.

If 0 is the set of all 1-spels and Q is the set of all 0-spels in a binary picture (V, ir, 1) then we refer to elements
of B = 8(0, Q) as bels (short for boundary elements) in (V, ir, 1). We say that the binary relation ) on B is a
bel-adjacency if

(i) is symmetric and
(ii) for any b in B, there is a finite number (denoted by in(b) and called the indegree of the bel b) of different

elements a in B for which (a, b) A.

We propose an algorithm for the following task: Given a binary picture (V, r, f), a bel-adjacency A, and a bel
0, such that the A-component S of B which contains o is finite, find S.

General Bel-Tracking Algorithm
(1) Put o into L and S and put inA(o) copies of o into T.
(2) Remove a bel a from L. For all bels b which are A-adjacent from a, try to find one copy of b in T.

a. If successful, remove this copy of b from T.
b. If not, then put b into L and S and put irtA(b) — 1 copies of b into T.

(3) Check if L is empty.
a. If it is, STOP.
b. If it is not, start again at Instruction (2).

Prior to proving the correctness of this algorithm, two remarks are in order. First, in Instruction (2)b, inA(b) — 1

is guaranteed to be nonnegative. This is because we only get to this point in the algorithm for a b which is A-adjacent
from a be! a and, so, iri(b) � 1. Second, the potential efficiency of this algorithm comes from the fact that we
check for membership in T (rather than in S). While S keeps getting bigger and bigger as the algorithm is executed,
due to Instruction (2)b, the same is not true for T: elements from T will be repeatedly removed due to Instruction
(2)a. Hence the size of T is likely to be a small fraction of the size of S after the algorithm has been performing
for a while on a large data set.

The essence of the proof of correctness is given in the next lemma. To state it easily we use a couple of
abbreviations. We let nT(b) abbreviate "the number of copies of the bel b in the list T." The other definition is more
complicated. The value of a(b) is 0 if b S and is "inA(b) less the number of bels in S — L which are A-adjacent
to the bel b" otherwise.
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Lemma 3.1. Both just prior and just after the execution of Instruction (2) in the General Bel-Tracking Algorithm
it is the case that, for every bel b,

(i) flT(b) = Tla(b),
(ii) the bel b has so far been put into L and S — either due to Instruction (1) or due to Instruction (2)b —

at most once, and
(iii) if the bel b is in S, then i is )-connected in B to b.

Proof. Consider the situation just after the execution of Instruction (1). We have that UT(o) = inA(o) = Tta(0)
and the bel 0 has so far been put into L and S exactly once. For any bel b other than o, nT(b) = 0= a(b) and b has
not so far been put into L and S even once. Since only o has been put into 5, (iii) is clearly satisfied at this time.

Now we show that if(i), (ii) and (iii) holdjust prior the execution oflnstruction (2), then they also hoidjust after
its execution. This is sufficient, since the situation cannot change as a result of Instruction (3). Assume therefore
that we are just at the beginning of executing Instruction (2). This means that at this time L is not empty and so
we remove a be! a from it. This a must have been put into L and S earlier on and, since nothing is ever removed
from 5, we must have that a E S. We leave it to the reader to supply the easy proof of the fact that forthose
bels which are not ..\-adjacent from a, the inductive step is valid. For the bels b which are )-adjacent from a, we
study separately two possibilities.

Case a: we find a copy of b in T. In this case, by Instruction (2)a, we remove this b from T. This reduces flT(b)
by 1. Since b was in T, it also had to be in S (nothing is ever put into T without being put into Sat the same
time). Therefore the applicable part of the definition of a(b) 5 that it is inA(b) less the number of bels in S —L
which are ,\-adjacent to the be! b. The only thing that changes in this definition is that a, which is .\-adjacent to b,
got removed from L. Hence fla(b) 5 also decreased by 1, proving (i) of the lemma for the be! b. Since nothing is put
into L and 5, (ii) and (iii) are also valid at the end of executing Instruction (2).

Case b: there is no copy of b in T; i.e., nT(b) = 0. First we show that under these circumstances, it cannot be the
case that b has been previously put into L and S. This is so, since otherwise prior to the beginning of Instruction (2),
the applicable part of the definition of a(b) would be "in(b) less the number of bels in S —L which are )t-adjacent
to the be! b." Since at that time the bel a is still in L, the value of fla(b) has to be positive, contradicting thetruth
of (i) in the induction hypothesis. Upon executing Instruction (2)b, b has been put into L and S (for the first time)
and nT(b) = iriA(b) — 1. There is at least one be!, namely a, which is in S —L and is )-adjacent to b. There cannot
be another one, since whenever a bel is put into 5, it is also put into L at the same time, and so if at a later time it
is no longer in L, then it must have been removed from it. At that time, b would have been put into L and Sand we
would not be in Case b. This shows that in this case too, nT(b) = fla(b) just after the execution of Instruction (2).
Finally, since a S just prior to the execution of Instruction (2), i is .\-connected in B to a, by (iii) of the induction
hypothesis. The same must be true for the new be! b in 5, since a is )-adjacent to it.

Theorem 3.2. If (V, iv, 1) is a binary picture, ) is a bel-adjacency and o is a be!, such that the )t-component of B
which contains o is finite, then the General Bel-Tracking Algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps and, at
that time, S is the )-component of B which contains o.

Proof. From (iii) of the previous lemma it follows that anything that gets put into S is in the finite )-component
of B which contains i. Termination in a finite number of steps now easily follows from (ii) of the previous lemma:
since each of the finitely many bels in the .\-component of B which contains i is put into L at most once (and nothing
else ever gets put into L) and in each execution of Instruction (2) of the algorithm a be! is removed from L, sooner
or later L has to become empty and the a!gorithm will stop due to Instruction (3). At that time, as all through
the execution of the algorithm, i is .\-connected in B to every element of S. That the converse is also true (and
hence S is the )-component of B which contains i) can be shown as follows. For any bel b of the A-component of
B which contains i, there is a .\-path (b(°), .. . , b')) from i to b. It is a trivial matter to show by induction that,
for 1 < k :; K, will get put into L and S and, since L gets eventually emptied, b(k_l) must get removed from
L, resulting in b) being put into L and S (provided that it is not in T, which would imply that it has been put
into L and S in some previous step). 0

This theorem shows that the General Bel-Tracking Algorithm is powerful stuff. Its practical usefulness depends
on two properties of the bel-adjacency ). The first is, how easy is it to compute the bels )-adjacent from a given
bel? Clearly, the efficiency of executing Instruction (2) depends on this (as well as on how easy it is to determine for
a bel whether or not it is in T). The other property has to do with the usefulness of the resulting boundaries: are



they in fact of the form (O, Q) for some appropriately specified 0 and Q? In the following section we will positively
answer these questions for some specific choices of the bel-adjacency in certain digital spaces.

4. BOUNDARY TRACKING ON HYPER-CUBES
We now apply the General Bel-Tracking Algorithm to the tracking of boundaries in the spaces (ZN, WN)with N � 2.
Let, for 1 <n <N, u denote the unit vector in dzredion ri which is defined as the element of Z' for which u = 1

and all other components are 0. A basic digraph for ZJV is a pair (M, p) for which:
(i) M = {'uI1<n<N} U {—u1<n(N};
(ii) p = U1<<<N Pi,j where Pi,j is exactly one of

— —

A. {(tt,ri), (u',—u), (_ui,_1i),
B. {(i _i), (_i, _i) (_i ni), (i u) },
C. QL

Note that it is permitted in the definition of p that different options (A, B, or C) be selected for specifying Pi,j for
different pairs of i and j. We refer to elements of M as the nodes and elements of p as the arcs of the basic digraph.

As an example, consider Figure 4.1. In this case N = 3 and so the number of nodes in the basic digraph is six.
Also, there are three sets of arcs Pi,j (since 1 i < j 3) and here we have selected Option A for all three. Selecting
Option B would correspond to reversing the direction of the corresponding cycle of arrows (e.g., choosing Option B
for P2,3 would correspond to reversing the horizontal cycle of arrows on the vertical faces of the cube in Figure 4.1);
such choices are arbitrary and, as will be easily seen from the material that follows, they make no difference to the
nature of the tracked boundaries. (On the other hand, choosing Option C instead of Option A can result in a very
different boundary being tracked by the General Bel-Tracking Algorithm.)

The purpose of introducing basic digraphs is that they can be used to define adjacencies between bels in binary
pictures over (ZN ,WN) . We now assume that we are given a basic digraph (M, p) and a binary picture (ZN ,wN , f)
and explain how these are used to define an adjacency A on the set of bels of (ZN, WN, f) . If b = (c,d) is such a
bel, then we must have that f(c) = 1, f(d) = 0, and (c, d) WN. From the definition of WN it follows that d — c is
a node of the given basic digraph (M, p). Every node p-adjacent from d —c gives rise to single bel )t-adjacent from
b. Because of the utility of this in the proofs that follow, we in fact define A as U1<<<N ' where every node
p,-adjacent from d — c gives rise to single bel ),-adjacent from b.

In following the details of the specification of how a node u which is p,3-adjacent from d —c gives rise to a
unique bel which is .A2,-adjacent from (c, d), consult Figure 4.2. (In that figure we are illustrating the situation when
tL has been selected using p1,3. Three separate cases are considered: in (i) d —c = and, hence, ri = n , in (ii)
d — c = u1 and, hence, u = u, and in (iii) d — c = u and, hence, u = ) We distinguish between three mutually
exclusive possibilities. The first is that d + u is a 1-spel (this corresponds to (iii) in Figure 4.2). In this case the bel
A2,3-adjacent from (c, d) is specified to be (d + u, d). The second is that d + u is a 0-spel and c +u is a 1-spel (this
corresponds to (ii) in Figure 4.2). In this case the bel A,-adjacent from (c, d) is specified to be (c + n, d + ri). The
third is that both d + u and c + u are 0-spels (this corresponds to (i) in Figure 4.2). In this case the bel .\2,-adjacent

Figure 4.1. Illustration of a basic digraph (on the right) and its interpretation as a set of directions taken while
tracking the boundary between a single spel and the set of all other spels in Z3 (in the middle).
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d-c=u3

u=-u1

Figure 4.2. Illustration of the definition of bel-adjacency using the basic digraph of Figure
41. In each case, the darkly-shaded bel is )1,3-adjacent to the lightly-shaded one.

from (c, d) is specified to be (c, c + u).

This definition provides a satisfactory reply to one of the questions raised in the last paragraph of the previous
section: how easy is it to compute the bels )-adjacent from a given bel? For the definition given in this section
the answer is "it is very easy." A basic digraph is an easily represented object: for each of the 2N nodes, there
are at most N — 1 nodes adjacent from it or to it. For any bel b = (c, d), we have for some i (1 < i < N) that
d — c E {u' , tL'} . For each (of the N — 1) j i, there may (or may not) be a u which is p,,-adjacent from d —c. If
there is such a U, it gives rise to a single bel .A,-adjacent from (c, d) and the specification of this bel (as illustrated
in Figure 4.2) requires the checking of the value of the binary function f at at most two spels.

The desirable behavior of the General Bel-Tracking Algorithm (as expressed by the theorem in the previous
section) is guaranteed only if the adjacency A is a bel-adjacency; i.e., if ) is symmetric. (The other condition in the
definition of a bel-adjacency is automatically satisfied, since it immediately follows from the definition of ) that, for
any be! b, inA(b) N — 1.) Prior to discussing whether or not this is the case for the \ = Ui<<<N ,.i as defined
in this section, we prove a technical lemma of a more general applicability.

Lemma 4.1. Let p be a binary relation on a set M and L be a finite subset of M.
(i) The transitive closure p of p is symmetric, provided that, for all (c, d) E p, (d, c) is in p.

( ii) If every element of L has exactly one element of L p-adjacent from it and at least one element of L p-adjacent
to it, then every element of L has exactly one element of L p-adjacent to it.

( iii) If every element of L has exactly one element of L p-adjacent from it and exactly one element of L p-adjacent
to it, then for any c and d in L such that c is p-adjacent to d we have that d is p-connected in L to e.

Proof. Assume that, for all (c, d) E p, (d, c) is in p . We prove by induction on K that if (c(°), . . . , c(K)) is a
p-path, then (c(K), c(°)) * . This is clearly the case, by the definition of transitive closure, if K =0. If K > 0, then
(c(K), c(K_l)) E p (by the assumption) and (c(K_l), c(°)) E p* (by the induction hypothesis). Since p is clearly
transitive, we have that (c(K) , c(°)) E p* . This proves (i).

We now define the binary relation r on L by (c, d) E T if, and only if, c E L, d E L, and (c, d) E p. Since it is
assumed in (ii) that every element of L has exactly one element of L p-adjacent from it, the number of elements in
T must be exactly the number of elements in L. This shows that there cannot be an element of L which has more
than one element of L p-adjacent to it, since otherwise we would have more elements in r than in L (since it is also
assumed that every element of L has at least one element of L p-adjacent to it).

To complete the proof, let us assume that the premise of (iii) is satisfied and c and d in L are such that c is
p-adjacent to d. We define an infinite sequence of elements of L as follows: = d and, for k > 1, is the
unique element of L that is p-adjacent from c(lc). Since L is finite, there must be a smallest positive integer 1 such
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that = , for some rn < 1. If m were positive, then the uniqueness of the element of L that is p-adjacent to
1) would imply that (1—') = (m--1), which would contradict the minimality of 1. Hence, = c°) = d.
Again by the uniqueness of the element of L which is p-adjacent to (1) = d, we must have that c(1) c, and so
(c(°),. . .,(1—1)) is a p-path in L from d to c.

The rest of our results are proved under the assumption that the set of bels in (ZN , WN , 1) is finite. The
assumption is not quite necessary, it could be replaced by the finiteness of the boundary that we intend to track.
However, the additional generality is not worth the resulting additional awkwardness of proofs: in practice, we tend
to deal with binary images in which the set of 1-spels is finite and, consequently, the set of bels is also finite.

Theorem 4.2. Let (M, U1<2<<N pi,j) be a basic digraph for ZN. Assume that the set of all bels B in the binary
picture (ZN ,WN , f) s finite and not empty and, for 1 < i < j < N , define the binary relation J ,j on B as above.
Let be the subset of those bels b = (c,d) for which d — c {u' , —.u , n , —t}. Then, for 1 < i < j < N such
that Pi,j qj and for every bel b in , the following hold.

( i) There is one, and only one, bel b' that is .A,-adjacent from b. Furthermore, b' E
(ii) There is one, and only one, bel b' in that is .\2,-adjacent to b. Furthermore, b is \,-connected in

to b'.
Moreover, ,\ = U1<j<<N i,j is a bel-adjacency for (ZN , WN, f).

Proof. By the definition of Pi,j , there is one and only one u which is p,-adjacent from d — c and this u is
in {U, —Ui, & , _n3}. According to the definition of u gives rise to a unique bel b' = (c', d') that is
adjacent from (c, d). Looking at the three possibilities in the definition of we see that d' — c' is (respectively)
d — (d + u) = —ii, (d + u) — (c + t) = d — c, or (c + u) — c =u. In any case, b' E . This proves (i).

In order to prove (ii) we first distinguish between three mutually exclusive possibilities (corresponding to the
three cases represented in Figure 4.3, with b = (c, d) corresponding to the lightly-shaded bel in that figure) and show
that in each one of them there is at least one bel b' = (c', d') in B3 that is )t,-adjacent to b. We againdenote by
U the element of {u' , —ui , & , ui} which is p,-adjacent from d — c.

The first possibility is that d — u is a 1-spel (this corresponds to (iii) in Figure 4.3). In this case we define
CI = d — u and d' = d. Then b' = (c' d') is a bel, d' — c' = u, and so b' . From the definition of Pi,j it follows
( since u is p,3-adjacent from d — c) that u' = c — d is p2,-adjacent from d' —c' = u. Since d' + = d + (c — d) = c
is a 1-spel, the definition of implies b' = (c', d') is A,-adjacent to (d' + u' d') = (c, d) = b.

The second possibility is that d — u is a 0-spel and c — u is a 1-spel (this corresponds to (ii) in Figure 4.3). In
thiscasewedefinec'=c—uandd'=d—u. Then b'=(c',d') isabel,d'—c'=d—c,andsob'B2. Sinceuis
p,-adjacent from d — c = d' — c' and d' + u = d is a 0-spel and c' + u = c is a 1-spel, the definition of implies

Figure 4.3. Illustration of Theorem 4.2(u) using the basic digraph of Figure 4.1.
In each case, the darkly-shaded bel is A1,3-adjacent to the lightly-shaded one.
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b' = (c', d') is ),-adjacent to (c' + u, d' + u) = (c, d) = b.
The third possibility is that both d — u and c — u are 0-spels (this corresponds to (i) in Figure 4.3). In this

case we define c' = c and d' = c — tt. Then b' = (c', d') is a bel, d' — c' = —u, and so b' E . From the definition
of Pi,j it follows (since tt is p,-adjacent from d — c) that tat' d _ C is p,3-adjacent from d' — c' = —u. Since
d' + u' = (c — u) + (d — c) = d — u and c' + u' = c + (d — c) = d are both 0-spels, the definition of implies
b' = (c' d') is ),-adjacent to (c', c' + u') = (c, d) = b.

This shows that, for any be! b, there is at least one be! b' in that is ),-adjacent to b. According to (i) it is
also the case that there is exactly one bel b' in that is )t,-adjacent from b. Applying (ii) of the previous lemma
we get that there is one, and only one, bel b' in B2, that is )t,-adjacent to b. Hence we can also apply (iii) ofthe
previous lemma and obtain that b is )t-connected in to b'. This completes the proof of (ii).

To complete the proof, we make use of (i) of the previous lemma. If (a, b) ), then (a, b) )t, for some
1 j N such that Pi,j 0. By (ii), this implies that b is ),-connected in to a and, consequently,
(b, a) E )* Hence, 1r j symmetric.

Corollary 4.3. For N > 2, let (M, p) be a basic digraph for ZN. Let (ZN,WN, 1) be a binary picture with a finite
set B ofbels and define the binary relation ) on B as above. Then, for any be! o, the General Bel-Tracking Algorithm
terminates in a finite number of steps and, at that time, S is that .)t-component of the set of bels which contains o.

We call a loop (c(°), c(°)) a unii square if both c(°) and c(s). Consider a digital space

(ZA,WN) with N a positive integer. In such a space we cal! a loop (c(°), (1), (3), c(°)) oflength four a unil laUzce
square if the following conditions are satisfied. There exist integers i, j (1 < i j < N) and u, v (lul = lvi = 1) such
that

= + U, (2) = , = (2) , = — . (4.1)

We refer to the pairs (c(°), c(2)) and (c(1), c(3)) as the diagonals of the unit lattice square.

Lemma 4.4. In the digital space (ZN , WN) with N > 1 a loop is a unit square if, and only if, it isa unit lattice square.

Proof. It is clear from (4.1) that a unit lattice square is a unit square. Conversely, let the loop
((O), C1 c(°)) be a unit square in (ZN, WN). Since the successive spels are proto-adjacent, they must
differ by in exactly one coordinate. Since C2) and these coordinates cannot be the same for two
consecutive pairs, and so must be the same (and with opposite signs of the difference) for the alternating pairs. E

Theorem 4.5. For N > 2, let (M, Ui<2<<N pi,j) be a basic digraph for Z' such that Pi,j 0 for any 1 < i < j < N.
Assume that the set of all bels B in the binary picture (ZN , WN , 1) is finite and define the binary relation .\ on B
as above. It is then the case that, for any bel o = (c, d), the General Be!-Tracking Algorithm terminates in a finite
number of steps and, at that time, S = 3(0, Q), where 0 is the EN-component of the set of 1-spels which contains
C and Q is the wN-component of the set of O-spe!s which contains d.

Proof. By the previous corollary we know that the algorithm terminates in a finite number of steps and that
at that time S is that )t-component of B which contains o.

First we show inductively that both just prior and just after the execution of Instruction (2) in the General
Bel-Tracking Algorithm L C (O, Q) and S C U(O, Q). This is true just prior to the first execution of Instruction
(2), since only o gets put into L and S due to Instruction (1) and, clearly, o = (c, d) E ô(O, Q). Assume now the
validity of the induction hypothesis just prior to some execution of Instruction (2). If a bel b gets put into L and S
during the execution of Instruction (2), then there must have been an a removed from L C (O, Q) such that b is
),-adjacent from a. By considering the three possible ways that a can be )-adjacent to b (look at Figure 4.2) we
see that a E 0(0, Q) implies that b E (O, Q). (Essential use is made here of the fact that 0 is a 6N-component of the
set of 1—spels.) Since nothing is put into L or S during the execution Instruction (3), this completes the induction.

Next we show that at the termination of the General Bel-Tracking Algorithm S is 2-locally-Jordan. By definition,
we need to show that ps(c(°), c(3)) is odd for any WN-path such that (c(°), c(3)) S. (We have made use here
of the fact that there is no WN-path of length 2 from a spel to a spel wN-adjacent from it.) The sought-after result is
trivially true ifc° = C2 or C1 = c. When neither ofthese is the case, then the loop (c(°, c(', c(, c(°)) is (by
definition) a unit square and, hence by Lemma 4.4 a unit lattice square. Looking at (4.1), we see that this implies that,

for some 1 < i < j < N, = c(2)_c@) E {Z, —&} and (L.(2) = c(oLc(l) {1z, _z, —&};
see Figure 4.4. In that figure we distinguish between three cases, corresponding to the three cases of Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.4. Illustration of the three cases iii the prooF winch shows tli;it the out put of
the (euieral Hel-iracking Algorithm hased on the lasic hgraph (.1!. U <,<<\ p',3 ) with

If. for any 1 < i < j < A. is 2-locahly-iordaii. The spels sli;oIel dark grey are lsj)ek.
spel shaded light, grey may he either a 1-spel or a ((-spel, all oilier spels are ()-sj)els.

In each case, the la'l (e, c) in Figure 4.4 corresponds to the he! paiiit.ed light grey in l"igur' 1.2. In ( ase ( i).
[(1 ) J(c) = U. Hot Ii the 1)115 (rt, () and ((', (') are 111 B, (as defined iii tin' st1itenient (if the previous
theorem) and, since p,3 0. one of tlielTi has t.o he ,\) 3-adjacent to the other. 'I'hie prevnflis tlieoreiii niiphies that
they are iii the sarlie .\-component of H. Since (ct0t, c) e .. this iniphies that. (c, c) ) E '. On the other hand,

(et . c) and (c', c') are not hels and so cannot he iii .'. 'Ons proves that. p,5(c°.e1 I) 1.V) I iii ( ase (i).
'I'lie proof iii ( 'use (ii) is very similar and is therefore not given. Iii Case (iii) there is an additional coniplication.
One can argin'. as in Case (i), to show that in Case (ni) (et2', cefl) C ', hut. the possihilities of' (e'. e 1) .' or
(c' . c ) C .' need also he investigated. Neither of these is true if (.( i is a 1-spel. on tin' other hiaiol. if c1 is a

Uspel. I lien hot Ii (e°. ,.)1)) and (c' ct') are iii 1/, ;iinl, consequently, either hotli are iii .' or ieit.lier is ni .'. In
any case, we again have that p,(c'10, c12. ct) is odd.

Next we show that, at the termination of the ( eneral Hel—'I'rackiiig Algorithm .' is iiear—.Jord;ni. \\'euse Lemnnia

2.1. \\e have ust shown that ,' is a 2-locally-Jordan surface in the digital spac' (/" ) winch is 2 simiiplv
connected, hiv ihI'l)reni 25i. Since .' is a set, of hels. it has 1.0 Ia' antisynunetric. Jo show t.hi;it it is near Jordan it is
sufficient to show (according to Lenuna. 2.4) that.. for any Iwo elemnent.s iii the uiuinedii.t.e exterior of' ,', there is an

' • path hetweeri theni which (Ices not. cross '. Suppose that. arid h are ni I I'(''). 'l'hat nnphies that there exist
sjiels q' amid /i. such that. hotli (q'. q) and (h' h) are iii '. Since .' is a ,\-comnpouent of 1/, there is ,\'p;it.fi in .' froni
(q'. q) t.o (h', Ii). Since a -pat.hi is a sequence of coiisecutively ,\-ad,tacent hels, t lie task of tins paragraph is done if
we can show that. whenever a hel (q', q) is A-adiacenl to a ho'] (h', /i). then there is au N-pat.hi f'r,nn q to /i fiat. (hoes

not cross //. 'lbs lollows, since (q', q) must he ,-adtacent to (h', h), for sonie I i < j ..\'. and ni each of the
three cases in the deh nt.ion of \, the required result. follows trivially. ( l"or exaniple, the three relevant. :i pat his in
Figure 4.2 are: (i) (d. d + n. c + n) (ii) (il. il + a). and (in) @'))

FNow we coiiiplete the proof hv showing that at. the ternunation of' the (eneral ifel 'I r;i.cknig Algiirmt Inn
'I(O, (2) We already know that. ,' c I(Q, Q). 'I prove tin' converse, consider an ('/, h ) C )(O, (,fl: i.e.,

q C 0. Ii e (2. (q. Ii) C Since q C 0, there isap' —pathi in () from e to f'roni whu'li we can ('real' an

\'-pathi (c'0. . , c ) froni c lii q with the following property: for U f' < I\. either f(e ) I or f(e'') ft

amid j'(cfl'_i') f(ek'+fl) 1. In the latter case, (cu' l)c)k)) and (c.e') are ohs such that ne of' them is

\-adjacent t.o t lie other and so eitbier hot.hi are in .' or neither is ni •'. It follows therefore that. 7i,s(e °. ' . e II I) U.

Since Ii C Q. t here is an \pat hi (1' . , /() in Q f'roni h to d: clearly p. •.' ,(/(1)) P. It h' flows 1 hi:it

(q. Ii) C h'. t''i' otherwise the crossing parity through thii' near-Jordan surface .' would ho' 'yen for the 'y-pathi
= /O0. . . , (/t 1) = il). contradicting 'ihieor,'ni 2.1. 0
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